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Abstract-Modified Gregory formu& of order 3 and 4 associated with composite modified trapez- 
ium and Simpson quadrature rules are used to correct in an iterative way the solution of Volterra 
integral equations obtained by the classical polynomial interpolation approach. Several numerical 
experiments are performed and discussed. 
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1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
This paper is devoted to the study of a step-by-step method for the numerical solution of linear 
Volterra equations of the second kind, more specific integral equations of the form 
f(x) - X I’: Wz, Y) f(y) dy = g(r), (0 I 2 5 X) ) A E B. (1.1) 
Assuming that the kernel K(a, y) is continuous for 0 5 y < 2 2 X, and that g(z) is continuous 
in [0,X], we know that a continuous solution f(z), z E [0, X] exists for all values of X. 
The numerical algorithm proposed by Baker [l] uses combinations of the Newton-Cotes quad- 
rature rules to approximate the integral. Here we will develop methods using modified Newton- 
Cotes quadrature formulae based upon mixed interpolation and the modified Gregory rules of 
order 3 and 4 [2,3]. 
To approximate the values of f( ) z , we divide the interval [0, X] into N equidistant subintervals 
of length h. Then we have X = Nh and x = nh, n E [0, N]. The Volterra equation (1.1) 
transforms into 
f(nh) - A 1”” Wnh, y) f(y) dy = g(nh). (1.2) 
0 
Now we propose a quadrature rule of the form 
s 
nh 
K(nh, y) f(y) dy = &n,j K(nhjh) f(jh), (n I N). (l-3) 
0 j=O 
There are several strategies to combine the NC-quadrature rules, depending on the number of 
subintervals n considered. Therefore we have added an index n to the weights wn,j which usually 
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only depend on the summation variable j. Substituting this quadrature rule into equation (1.2), 
we obtain 
j(nh) - x 2 wn,j K(+ jh) S(jh) = g(nh). (1.4) 
j=o 
Since for z = 0, (1.1) reduces to f(0) = g(O), we propose f(O) E g(O), so that n varies from 1 
to N in (1.4). For easy writing, we will denote S(ih) as fi, g(ih) as gi and K(ih,jh) as Ki,j. 
Successively, we then have 
n = O:fo = go, 
n = 1: - Xwl,oKl,0.60 + (1 - ~qlKl,l) $1 = 91, 
n = 2: - Aw2,0K2,0fo - J+w2,1K2,& + (1 - Xw2,2K2,2).f2 = g2, 
N-l 
n= N: - c XWN,jKN,jfj +(I- XWN,NKN,N)_~N = gN. 
j=O 
This set of equations, having a triangular matrix of coefficients, can easily be solved by forward 
substitution, hence calculating jr, $3, . successively. 
us consider several quadrature used this They 
developed [2,3] slightly for use 
Modified trapezium rule 
s oh f(x) dx = h w(e) Lfo + fil , 
1 - case 
D2f (x) 8=kh with k2=-- 
f(x) 2=& 
rlt E lO,h[. 
l Modified Simpson’s rule 
s 02h f(x) da: = h bs,o(Wo + ws,l(e)fl + w,,z(e)f2], 
ws,o(e) = w,,2(e) = 
e -sine 
e(i -coSe)' 
ws,l(e) = 
2(sinfJ - ec0Se) 
e(i - coSe) ’ 
0 = kh with 
D4f (x) k2 = - D2fcxj 5 = 77,, 
l Modified Simpson’s 3/8 rule 
77s E 10,2h[. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
s 03hf(Z)dZ = h[ w3S,0(e)f0 fW3S,l(e)fl +W38,2(e).f2 +W38,3(e)f3], 
w38,O(e) =w38,3(e) = 
3 
4(1 - c0Se) 
+ 2cose+ i 
26Jsin8 ’ 
(1.9) 
w38,1(e) = W38,2(e) = i - W38,0ceh 
D4.f (~1 0 = kh with k2 = -- 
D2f(x) z z 1738’ 
7738 E 10,W. 
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l Modified Gregory formula, q = 3 
= &ff +&c;+,[VPf, +(-l)PAPfO], 
j=O p=l 
(n 2 3), 
= h b3,0&)f0 + w3,1(~v)fl + w3,2@)f2 + u3,3(b)f3 
+ f4 + . . . + fn-4 
+ ~3,3&).L3 + ~3,2(~~)f,-2 + ~3,1(ea)fn-l + w3,0(e,)fn], 
(1.10) 
w3,0w = 
1 
( 
17_ 6cosB 12 cos 28 
24(1 -case) 1 - c0se + esine ’ ) 
w3,1(e) = 23 - 
1 
12 8(1 - case) ( 
ll_ 6cosB 
i - c0se + &(2~0~2e+~0~e9, 
w3,2(e) = L+ 
1 
12 8(1 -cos8) ( 
5_ 6cosB 
1 - c0se 
+ &(c0s2e+ 2c0se)) , 
w3,3(e) = 1 + 
1 
24( i - COSe) ( 
If 
6cosB 12c0se -- 
i-CoSe > esine ’ 
8 = kh with 
D4f (~1 
k2 = - D2f(~) x = 77i, 
where the first coefficients c; have values 
1 
cl = -12, 
1 
c; = -24, 
19 
c; = -720’ 
3 
c; = ---’ . . . 
and whereby the following notation is introduced 
m m-l 
~~~v+J+~ vi++,. 
i=O i=l 
l Modified Gregory formula, q = 4 
(1.11) 
I 
onh f(X) dx = h c”fj + h eCi+l(Vpf, + (-l)PAP+fO], (n >_ 4), 
j=O p=l 
= h b4,0(edfo + ~4,1(e,)fl +w4,2(evkf2 + ~~,~vaf~ + w4,4(ev).f4 
+ f5 + . . . + j-n-5 (1.12) 
+ w4,4(ea)fn-4 + u4,3(ea)fn-3 + u4,2(ea)fn-2 + w4,1(e,)fn-I + w4,0(e,).fn], 
w4,0(e) = r - 
5 2cos2e + 2c0se + 1 
2 48(1 - cOse) - 8(1 - cake) ( 
1 2 -- 
1 -case esine > ’ 
W4,1(e) = 19 + 
3 + 3c0s2e+4cose+2 
( 
1 2 
-- 
24 8(1 -case) 4(1 - c0se) 1 -c0se > esine ’ 
w4,2(e) = 4 - 
1 ~(COS 28 + 2 cos 8 + 1) 1 2 -- 
3 2(1 - case) - 4(1 - c0se) ( i -case esine > ’ 
w4,3(e) = 1 + 
7 cos2e+4cose+2 
( 
1 2 
8 24( 1 - COS e) + 
-- 
4(1 - ~0~8) 1 - c0se > esine ’ 
w4,4(e) = 1 - 
1 2c0se + i 1 2 
16(1 - c0se) - 8(1 - c0se) 1 -case -m ) > 
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D6f (x> 
6=kh with k2=-D4f(rj x=77i, %_I E IO, 4hL 
v, E l(n - +,nh[. 
One can reduce the execution time of the programs based on the above quadrature rules by 
expanding the e-dependent functions into their Taylor series, and by ignoring all terms of order h6 
and higher. 
To approximate the integral in (1.2), we have tested the following combinations. 
MT : the multiple modified trapezium rule 
MST : the multiple modified Simpson’s rule (n even) or the multiple modified Simpson’s rule 
+ 1 trapezium rule at the end (n odd) 
MSS38 : the multiple modified Simpson’s rule (n even) or the multiple modified Simpson’s 
rule +l Simpson’s 3/8 rule at the end (n odd) 
MG3 : the modified Gregory rule, p = 3 
MG4 : the modified Gregory rule, q = 4 
In order to point out the difficulties occurring in the application of these combinations and 
their practical implementation on a computer system, we will work out the MST-method. 
First of all, we need the classical solution (as will become clear later), which we will denote 
as ~(0) : ($‘I, j$‘), f.), . . . , $‘)). For the approximation of s,“” K(2, y) f(y) dy we use n/2 
times the classical Simpson’s ruleover the n intervals of length h when n is even, or (n - 1)/2 
times the classical Simpson’s rule over the first n - 1 intervals and one classical trapezium rule 
over the last interval [(n - l)h, nh] when n is odd. Simple calculations lead to 
for n = 0: jr’ = go, 
for n > 0: 
J 
nh 
K(nh, y) f(y) 
0 
dy = 1 
c 
i=l I 
1 
c 
i=l J 
2ih 
Wnh, d f(y) dy 
2(i-1)h 
J 
2ih 
K(nh, 9) f(y) dy 
2(i-1)h 
+ Jz?_l)h K(nk y) f(y) dy (n = 21+ 1) 
=h2 wnj Kn,j -r;‘“’ 
j=O 
Table 1. Weight coefficients for the classical MST-method. 
(n = 21), 
Wnf 
1 
2 
3 
n 4 
5 
6 
7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . 
l/2 l/2 
l/3 413 l/3 
113 413 516 112 
l/3 4/3 213 413 l/3 
113 413 113 413 516 112 
113 4/3 213 413 213 413 113 
113 413 213 413 213 413 516 112 
with Wn,j as in Table 1. Equation (1.2) becomes then 
sn +M 2 wn,j Kn,j E3(‘) 
j(O) = j=O 
71 1 - Ah wn,n Kn,n ’ 
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Using the same technique but now with the modified formulae instead of the classical ones, we 
obtain a solution $(l) : 
( 
f;I”, $‘, _fil’, . . . , $I). 
For n = 0: $) = go. 
For n = 1, using the modified trapezium rule (1.5): 
I” K(h, y) f(y) dy = ha(h) [KI,o 2” + KI,I $‘] 
so that 
(1.13) 
which expresses f!l’ in terms of &” and a certain 81 given by (1.6), i.e.: 
0: = -h2 +w1 Y) f(Y) 
K(h, with % E lo’ h” y = 77t 
As we do not know a closed form for f(y), its derivatives cannot be expressed in closed form. 
Hence, we approximate the derivatives by their classical difference expressions [4,5]: 
Forward formula 
DPfo = L 
(p+l) 
hp 
@APfo + a~ -AP+l f. + 
&+a) 
P+I (p + l)(p + 2)Ap+2fo +. * . . 
(1.14) 
Backward formula 
Dpfo = $ 
&+l) 
c$‘)vpfo + - p + 1 vp+lfo + 
&+a) 
(p+l)(p+2)vp+2fo+-*~ 
(1.15) 
Central formula 
where UP is calculated in terms of 
Dpfo = $ upfo, (1.16) 
> and U2 = cY2 l- J?+f_&+... . > 
The c$) hereby represent the Stirling numbers of the first kind, also tabulated in [4]. More 
specifically, if we want the error to be proportional to h4, the formulae for the MST-method 
become 
D2fo = & (45fo - 154fi + 214f2 - 156fs + 61f4 - 10fs) 
= & (45fo - 154f-i + 214fv2 - 156f_s + 61fd4 - lOf_s) 
= & (-f-s + 16f-1 - 3Ofo + 16fi - f2). (1.17) 
Since we do not want to introduce points other than the N + 1 interpolation points, we have 
to choose Q = 0 or nt = h. Formulae (1.17) show that irrespective of the choice, we also need the 
values in 4 adjacent points. We do not know these values yet from f 
computing f;“‘, 
-(l) because for now we are just 
but we do know a set of approximations for all the values f(jh), f(O), calculated 
by the classical method. These values can be used to evaluate 0; and tit(&) in formula (1.13). 
In the same way, we find for n = 2, using the modified Simpon’s rule (1.7): 
1 - x hw,,ow K2,2 
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where on account of (1.8) 
0: = -h2 D;K(2h> y) f(y) 
D$K(2h, Y) f(y) y = rlS’ 
Again, cutting the formulae (1.14), (1.15) and (1.16) so that the error is proportional with h4, 
one can show that 
04fo = & (56fo - 333f1 + 852f2 - 1219fs + 1056f4 - 555fs + 164fs - xf,) 
= & (56fo - 333f-1 + 852f-2 - 1219f-s + 1056f_4 - 555f_5 + 164f_o - 21f_~) 
= (-f-3 + 12f-2 - 39f-1+ 56fe - 39f1+ 12f2 - fs) . (1.18) 
In general, we have 
l forn=21: 
J nh K(nh y> f(y) dy = h 2 2 ws,4ej) &,2j+i-2 f$&_, 0 j=l id) (I 2 1). 
0 forn=21+1: 
J 
nh 
K(nh,y)f(y)dy=h 2 &~s,iV’j)K n,2j+i-2 .fif!i_2 +wt(h+l) 2 Kn,n-t .fzi 1 (1 2 1). 0 j=l idI iso 
Consequently, 
‘i 1 gn + X h w,,o(el> &,o &I’ + ‘2 b,o(ej) + Ws,o(ej+dl KM .6f’ j=l 
+ & W,,l(f3j> &,2j-1 .gl 
j=l 
, 11 
1 
’ 1 - X hws,o(W Kn,n (n even and n 2 2). 
1 
x 1 - Ah4&+1) Kn,, (n odd and n 2 3). , 
in which we have taken into account that w,,2(0) = w,,e(e). 
When we let n vary from 1 to N, we obtain a new set of approximations f(l) which are, under 
certain conditions, better then f . 3’) We can now repeat this process, calculating the ej-values 
from f(l), to obtain fc2), and so on. 
To conclude this theoretical introduction, we want to point out that the accuracy of the results 
also depend on the formula or combination of formulae used to obtain the derivatives. The central 
formula is the most accurate, but cannot be used for nS < 3h, qt < 2h or vS > (N - 3)h, qt > 
(N - 2)h. In these cases, either the forward or the backward formula must be applied. The 
location 71, at the middle of a Simpson-interval and nt at the beginning of the trapezium-interval 
will give, therefore, the best results since the central formula can be applied the most. 
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2. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In order to show the usefulness of many of the modified quadrature rules mentioned, we consider 
a number of typical integral equations of the Volterra-type, which have also been treated as test 
equations in Baker [l]. 
As a first example, we examine the equation 
f(z) + 12 
s 
sZ f(y) dy = 1, o<x<2, (2.1) 
which has the exact solution fexact (x) = e-12r. 
Table 2 shows the errors in four intermediate points of [0,2]. The results for the modified 
methods were obtained after 5 iterations. 
As one can see, there is a net gain in accuracy for all modified formulae in comparison with 
their classical counterparts. Meticulous time measurements have been done for the MST-method 
and can be found in [6] which is concerned with the parallel implementation of this method. 
Nevertheless, we can point out that in this example, the time needed to obtain the same accuracy 
with the classical method is a little higher than twice the time needed by the modified method as 
we need almost 10 times more intermediate points. In [6], it is shown that parallelization leads 
to time reductions with a factor 6 to 8 in comparison with the classical times. So not only there 
is a gain in execution time, but also in memory. 
Table 2. Absolute errors associated with different stepsizes and different methods for the test 
problem (2.1). 
r sical 
B 
1.0 
8.23-i’ 
2.1E7 
5.43-8 
2.83-7 
3.OE8 
3.63-g 
3.23-8 
8.7ElO 
7.73-12 
2.93-8 
1.2E9 
6.2E-11 
1.5E8 
9.3ElO 
5.6611 
N = 128 6.1E-6 
N = 256 7.23-7 
MSS38 N =64 l.lE5 -I N = 128 3.83-7 N = 256 1.9E8 MG3 N = 64 8.43-6 N = 128 4.1E7 
2.23-12 5.33-15 
1.4E13 3.43-16 
MO z ified after 5 iterations 
0.5 
1.8E7 
2.33-9 
2.6E-11 
l.OE7 
3.5Ell 
8.63-13 
2.43-7 
8.1E-11 
3.73-13 
3.43-7 
1.2ElO 
3.1E-13 
1.7E7 
8.3E3-13 
6.73-13 
Table 3. Absolute errors associated with the classical and modified combinations of the Simpson’s 
rule and eventually one Simpson’s 3/8 rule with different stepsizes for the test equations (2.2)-(2.5). 
r 
X 
1 N=64 
N=128 
N = 256 
2 N=64 
N = 128 
N = 256 
3 N=64 
N = 128 
N = 256 
4 N=64 
N=128 
N = 256 
Classical Modified after 5 iterations 
1.8Ell 3.3ElO 1.4E9 
2.63-13 1.8Ell 8.2Ell 
5.93-6 1.3E5 2.53-5 
3.73-7 8.OE7 1.6E6 
2.43-8 5.1E8 l.OE7 
4.53-9 1.4E8 3.23-S 
2.7ElO 8.4ElO 1.9E-9 
1.7Ell 5.2Ell 1.2ElO 
9.93-8 2.1E7 3.1E7 
6.43-g 1.3E8 2.OE8 
4.1ElO 8.2ElO 1.2E9 
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The results mentioned in Table 3 are obtained with the MSS38-method for several other 
Volterra integral equations, 0 < x < 2, namely: 
I. f(x) + 
I 
T (x - y) cos(x - y) f(y) dy = cosz, 
0 
fexa&(x) = i(2COSd5x + l), (2.2) 
z 2. f(x) - 2 
s 
cos(z - y) f(y) dy = c”, fexact(x) = c” (I + x)‘, (2.3) 
0 
3. f(x) - 
I 
oz f(y) dy = cosx, fexact(x) = $ez + cosx + sinz), (2.4) f 
4. f(x) - J sin(x -y)f(y)dy = X, fexact(x) =x + $x3. (2.5) 0
Again, we note an improvement of accuracy of two decimal digits, except for the last example. 
This can be explained as follows 
j(O) = 0 j(l) = g’ = . . . = 0 
0 yo 
and 
sin(h - y) j’(y) dy = h 
is approximated by 
or 
which means that there is no correction for ./j”, fi”‘, . . . . Furthermore, 
sin(2h - y) f(y) dy = 2h 
becomes descretized as 
j,‘) - h w,,o(&) sin2h $) 
v 
+w,,i(&) sin h f$+uS,2(81) 3 f$” = 2h 
0 h 0 1 
or 
$) = 2h + w,,~(&) h2 sin h 
NN 
[ 
2h+ %h’sinh 1 - &h4sinh kf M f;O’ _ L/&2 
45 l. 
Computations showed that for h = l/64 (N = 128), fp’ M 3.1 10s2 while the correction 
term is x 1.6 lo-r1 which is neglectable. The same occurs for !;I’, fi”, . . . which means that 
the corrections made by the first iteration are so trifling that they do not contribute to anymore 
significant changes in the next iterations. All of this is, of course, due to the special behavior of 
the kernel K(z, y) and g(x) around the starting point x = 0. In such a situation, the modified 
methods do not lead to improvements. 
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3. STABILITY BEHAVIOR OF SOME CONSIDERED 
ALGORITHMS 
There are several ways to study stability properties of Volterra integral equations of the second 
kind. A detailed description and discussion is presented in [l]. In the mathematical analysis of 
the stability phenomena, one usually introduces a simple test equation of the form 
fb> - X 1% f(y) dy = 1. (3.1) 
In this paragraph, we shall extend the stability theory presented by Baker for two of the considered 
modified methods. The other methods discussed above can be treated in an analogous way and 
similar results can be obtained. 
If one takes f(O) = g(0) and approximates the integral in (3.1) by a repeated classical trapez- 
ium rule, Baker [l] shows that the numerical solution j(nh), n = 1,2, . . . satisfies a two-term 
recurrence relation with solution 
S(nh) = yn 9(O)> 
where y = (1+ $Xh)/(l - iAh). This scheme displays instability when (y( > 1, i.e., for all X > 0 
and all h > 0. It is stable when ]y] < 1, i.e., for )r < 0 and all h > 0. If the integral is 
approximated by the repeated trapezium rule, one can easily verify by putting the corresponding 
error term equal to zero, that for equation (3.1) k2 = -X2, so that for the test equation the free 
parameter k takes on a constant purely imaginary value &. With f(O) = g(O), equation (3.1) 
reduces to the following difference equation 
j(rh) + Ah ‘;s;;;; [f(O) + 2!(h) + . . . + 2_f((~ - l)h) + &h)] = 1, 
with cp = Ah. 
Differencing the equations for T = n and T = n + 1, one obtains 
j((n + l)h) 1 + ‘~i~~~~)-f(nh)(l-l~i~~~~)=O. 
It may be readily established that the solution of this equation is 
_f(nh) = en9 g(0). (3.2) 
An explanation for the behavior of the numerical solution lies in equation (3.2) for _f(nh), from 
which one can study the effect of introducing an isolated perturbation EO in, say j(0). Then 
the numerical solution at distance h will be disturbed by a value eves, at distance 2h with a 
value e2q ~0, etc. This means that a perturbation CO in fl(0) perturbs _f(nh) by an amount en9 ~0. 
This effect increases if e+’ > 1. By this, we can conclude that the modified scheme will display 
instability if eQ’ > 1, i.e., when A > 0 for all h > 0, and will be stable if ep < 1, i.e., when X < 0 
for all h > 0. From this analysis, it is clear that the classical as well as the modified approach 
show the same stability behavior. 
A second important numerical scheme to analyze is the one based on the following quadrature 
rules, with cp = Ah, 
+ 2(sinh cp - cp cash ‘p) 
n-1 
cp( 1 - cash ‘p) 
h c f((% + l)h) 7 
j=O 
(3.3) 
CAlMA 27:11-B 
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i.e., the repeated modified Simpson’s rule, with notation (1.11) and 
s (2n+l)h f(y) dy g 0 ;; I zs;;)) h 2 )) f(2jh) j=O 
+ 2(sinh ‘p - ‘p cash ‘p) 
cp(1 - coshcp) 
h 2 f ((2j + l)h) 
j=l 
+ 
coshcp - 1 
‘p sinh ‘p h V(2nh) + f ((2n + I)h)l 7 (3.4) 
i.e., the modified trapezium rule is introduced to approximate JJii+l)h f(y) dy and the repeated 
Simpson’s rule is used for the remainder of the integral. The same scheme, but with the classical 
counterparts of (3.3) and (3.4) has been considered by Baker [l]. The solution of the difference 
problem related to (3.1) and that particular scheme were related as follows 
$((n + 2)h) = l?j(nh), n = 0, 1,2,. . . ) (3.5) 
with 
I- 5Xh + 1X2h2’ 
6 6 
(3.6) 
Baker [l] introduced, in this context, the principle of block stability, which is fulfilled for this 
particular scheme, as long as iI’1 5 1. In a completely analogous way, an analysis can be performed 
by introducing the modified rules (3.3) and (3.4), resulting in the following relation between the 
numerical solutions of the related difference equation 
$ ((n + 2)h) = I,S(nh), n = 0, 1,2, . . . , (3.7) 
with rV = e2v. Notice that (3.6) is a (2,2) rational approximation of order 3 to the exponen- 
tial e2’+’ = e2Xh. In order to develop the block stability idea, we introduce the array of coefficients 
of f(O), S(h), j(2h), . . . for the method considered 
1 0 i 
ClQ! 1+c1cv i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Slff g2a: ! 1+g1a 0 i 
QlQ, g2a i (Cl +g1)a 1 + Clcr i (3.5) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
glQ Q2Q i 2g1a g2cY ! 1 +g1a 0 ! 
g1a g2a i 2glQ g2a i (Ci fg1)a 1 + Clcr i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
with 
Cl = - 
1 - coshcp 
cpsinhcp ’ 
cp - sinhcp 
” = cp(1 - coshcp)’ 
g2 = 
2(sinh cp - cp cash ‘p) 
cp(1 - coshcp) ’ 
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The values f(O), j(h), f1(2h), . . . are associated in blocks consisting of pairs of adjacent function 
values. From the form (3.8) one can generate the structure of three different matrices of order 2 
From the theory developed by Baker [l], it follows that a necessary condition for block-stability 
is that the spectral radius p of the matrix M = (I + B,p)-1(I + B, - Alp) should be less or 
equal to 1. Herein, I represents the identity matrix of order 2. For this purpose, one needs to 
solve the determinantal equation det{l + B, - A, - p(I + BP)} = 0. In the classical approach, 
the analogous equation produces two eigenvalues /.J = 1 and p = r (see equation 3.6). The 
condition p(M) 5 1 implies (I’( 5 1, which means that the block-stability is obtained provided 
that X < 0 and [Ml 5 6. For X > 0 there are no values of Xh, with h > 0, which ensure 
that [I’[ 5 1 and block-stability is not possible. For the modified approach, the considered 
determinantal equation possesses the eigenvalues p = 1 and /A = e’+‘. This means that block- 
stability is obtained if le2vl 5 1, a condition always fulfilled for all h > 0 if X < 0. For X = 0 
block-stability is not possible. Concluding, in the modified approach, the choice of the step 
length h is unimportant, as long as X < 0, while in the classical approach the step length is 
limited for A < 0 through the condition /AhI 5 6. This is illustrated in the following results, 
obtained numerically for the test equation (3.1) with N = 128 and X = -640, giving IX hl = 10. 
The errors (J(ih) - fexact(ih)I k ee p on growing in the classical method while machine accuracy 
is achieved when we use the exact value k = 640 i in the computations of the modified method. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
x l/64 3164 5164 7164 . 1 
classical 6.7El l.OE+O 1.5E+O 2.3E+O ... 5.73+5 
modified 2.73-20 5.73-21 5.43-20 4.OE31 1.13-278 
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